Assessment of difficulty in third impacted mandibular molar surgery: the Conti Scale.
We suggest a numerical method for the preoperative assessment of difficulty in mandibular third molar surgeries. This study enrolled 1000 subjects ranging in, age from 17 to 91 years, who presented to the Clinic of Maxillary Facial Surgery at the, University of Florence in Italy, for impacted mandibular third molars removal in 2013. The difficulty of extraction was analyzed for each patient. Comparison of preoperative difficulty assessment scores with the actual difficulty encountered by an operator, confirming the reliability of our protocol. Careful preoperative analysis of the extraction difficulties and correct surgical planning can reduce intra and postoperative complications, in the third impacted mandibular molar surgeries. The use of an easy and rapid method for the assessment of difficulty in third molar surgeries, is an efficient clinical methodology for preoperative analysis.